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A B S T R A C T   

Quantifying the impact of aerosols on cloud micro/macro physical properties and estimating the signature of 
Aerosol Cloud Interactions (ACI) is one of the challenging tasks in atmospheric sciences. The Moderate Reso-
lution Imaging Spectroradiometer and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts ERA-5 rean-
alysis data are employed to systematically study the ACI over the monsoon region in Pakistan. Based on the 
monsoon occurrence and rainfall intensity, the whole region is divided into three sub-regions labeled as highly 
intensive (R1), moderately intensive (R2) and weak (R3) monsoon region. The results indicate that the monthly 
mean Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) peaks in the summer monsoon months (Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep). The well-known 
Twomey effect whereby the Cloud Droplet Radius (CDR) decreases with increasing AOD holds only over R3; the 
opposite effects (Anti-Twomey effect) are found over R1 and R2, all passing the test of statistical significance (p 
< 0.05). The multi-year AOD is found to be positively correlated with Cloud Liquid Water Path (CLWP) and 
Cloud Optical Depth (COD) over R1 and R2, suggesting that thicker clouds containing more water droplets are 
formed in polluted atmosphere. Over R3, decreases in CLWP and COD are found with increasing AOD only when 
AOD is less than~0.325. The analysis of ACI over R1 and R2 during the winter months shows similar but stronger 
responses of CDR, CLWP and COD to the variation in AOD. The weaker responses during the summer monsoon 
season may attributed to the occurrence of high level cloud and unstable atmospheric condition. Further 
investigation of the influences of Relative Humidity and pressure vertical velocity on the CDR-AOD relationships 
shows that although the magnitude of the CDR-AOD correlations change with meteorological conditions, the sign 
of correlations remain unchanged with meteorological conditions.   

1. Introduction 

Global climate change is a major socio-economic issue, where at-
mospheric aerosols play a critical role (Papadimas et al., 2009). These 
small particles can directly affect climate through scattering/absorbing 
solar radiation (Alam et al., 2010; Gupta et al., 2013), and by modifying 
cloud micro- and macro- physical properties through serving as Cloud 
Condensation Nuclei (CCN) and Ice Nuclei (IN) (Rosenfeld, 2000; 
Twomey, 1974; Lohmann, 2002). The latter mechanism is termed as 
Aerosol Indirect Effects (AIE) or Aerosol Cloud Interactions (ACI) (Wang 
et al., 2015; Saponaro et al., 2017). Although potential dependence on 
various dynamic processes makes the magnitude as well as sign of AIE/ 
ACI uncertain and unpredictable (Sporre et al., 2014; Jones et al., 2009; 
Mahowald, 2011), the continuous improvement in the retrieval 

algorithms of aerosol and cloud properties allows in-depth analysis and 
opens new possibilities to improve understanding ACI (Benas et al., 
2020). 

Satellite-based studies of AIE/ACI generally seek to correlate cloud 
micro/macro physical properties such as Cloud Droplet Radius (CDR), 
Cloud Optical Depth (COD), Cloud Liquid Water Path (CLWP), Cloud 
Top Pressure (CTP) to aerosols loading as measured by Aerosol Optical 
Depth (AOD) or Aerosol Index (AI)) (Saponaro et al., 2017). Inverse 
relationships have been found on global (Bréon et al., 2002; Myhre et al., 
2007; Nakajima et al., 2001) and regional scales (Costantino and Bréon, 
2010; Ou et al., 2012). Jones et al. (2009) emphasized the regionally- 
based study due to the relevance of ACI to the meteorological, dynam-
ical and thermo dynamical conditions of the region, aerosol types and 
cloud regimes. 
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In term of aerosols loading and other precursor gasses, Pakistan is 
one of the polluted South Asian countries (Bilal et al., 2021). Various 
types of aerosol emit from natural and anthropogenic sources. Also, the 
meteorological condition over Pakistan is favorable for the accumula-
tion of various types of aerosols. The high aerosols loading may also 
disturb the circulation pattern and intensity of the monsoon system 
(Sarangi et al., 2017). Variations in the onset date and intensity of 
monsoon rainfall have led to frequent disaster and socio-economic losses 
(Ali et al., 2020). Many studies have been carried out to quantify the 
intensity and variation in the Asian monsoon system. These studies have 
linked monsoon variability with the contrast of land sea surface tem-
perature and El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Rasmusson and 
Carpenter, 1983; Kim et al., 2016). ACIs are also considered one of the 
potential contributors in changing circulation pattern of the monsoon 
system, precipitation forecast and radiative forcing estimate over the 
region (Miltenberger et al., 2018; Xie et al., 2016). 

The purpose of this study is to quantify the response of low-level 
clouds to the variations in aerosols loading and meteorological condi-
tions. Compared to other studies over Pakistan, this study is unique in 
using large number of samples necessary for the better estimation of 
ACI. Three monsoon regions, representative of three different climates, 
aerosol types and loading, are selected. Such regional-based studies are 
also important for studying and quantifying the changing behavior of 
monsoon rainfall and other climatic variations observed over these re-
gions during the last two decades. In addition, by employing the Mod-
erate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and European 
Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) ERA-5 Reanalysis 
data, this study also examines whether the correlation between AOD and 
CDR is true and to what extant meteorological factors may affect the 
correlation and explore the underlying physical mechanisms. 

2. Study area and methodology 

2.1. Study area 

This study is focused on the monsoon regions of Pakistan. Fig. 1 
shows the three typical domains of monsoon regions chosen to investi-
gate aerosols impact on warm clouds during 19 consecutive years 
(2001–2019): Domain 1, known as highly intensive monsoon region 
(R1), bounded 30.5◦-33.5◦ N and 72.5◦-74.5◦ E; Domain 2, known as 
moderately intensive region (R2), between 31.5◦–33.5◦ N and 70.5◦ ×

71.5◦ E; Domain 3, known as the weak monsoon region (R3), between 
24.5◦–26.5◦ N and 67.5◦–70.5◦ E. Such divisions are made on the basis 
of monsoon entrance, its intensity and the variation observed in 
monsoon rainfall over the last two decades. R1 and R2 receive the 
monsoon, when the south-westerly winds from the Bay of Bengal enter 
Pakistan after traveling along the foothills of Himalayas (Safdar et al., 
2019). While, R3 receives the monsoon when the southwest winds from 
Arabian Sea enter Southern Pakistan (Ali et al., 2020; Safdar et al., 
2019). The meteorology, aerosols composition and emission sources 
over R1, R2 and R3 are different, allowing more comprehensive study of 
ACI. R1 and R2 are the source regions of anthropogenic aerosols such as 
black carbon, sulfate and other organic compound emitting from 
incomplete combustion of industrial, vehicular and burning activities. 
On the other hand, R3 is not only affected by industrial and vehicular 
emissions, but also affected by dust and sea salt (Sharif et al., 2015), 
which further complicate the ACI. 

2.2. Satellite and reanalysis meteorological data 

The aerosols and clouds data product are the MODIS products 
retrieved from NASA DAAC web (https://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giov 
anni). The sensor was launched on board the Terra and Aqua satellites 

Fig. 1. Geographical regions used in this study. The arrows show the summer monsoon entrance to Pakistan from Arabian see and Bay of Bengal. The red colored 
dots represent the most affected locations in the bounded study regions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.) 
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in 1999 and 2002, respectively. They are the sun synchronous orbiting 
satellites operating at an altitude of 705 km with the Terra overpass time 
10:30 local time (LT) and Aqua overpass time 13:30 local time (LT). 
MODIS senses reflected solar radiance and emitted terrestrial radiance at 
36 spectral bands with wavelengths ranging from 0.4–14.4 μm. Its 
spatial resolution is 250 m (2 spectral channels), 500 m (5 spectral 
bands) and 1000 m (remaining 8 to 36 bands) and temporal resolution is 
1–2 days (Sharif et al., 2015). MODIS offers an unprecedented look at 
the atmospheric, terrestrial and oceanic phenomenology and provide 
useful information, providing opportunities to study the Earth’s oceanic 
and terrestrial characteristics such as variations in landscape, ocean 
pollution, concentration of bound carbon etc., (Alam et al., 2014). 
MODIS data are also useful for collecting statistics on aerosols loading, 
clouds micro and macro physical properties and the correlation between 
aerosols and clouds properties (Alam et al., 2011). MODIS retrieved 
AODs at various wavelengths globally, which has been validated 
extensively (Remer et al., 2005: Levy et al., 2013). Over land, 2.1 μm 
channel is used to measure AOD from the reflectance at the top of at-
mosphere. MODIS distinguish fine and coarse mode particles over the 
ocean using spectral bands ranging from 0.47–2.1 μm (Sharif et al., 
2015). In this study, AOD data are retrieved from the MODIS Terra 
product (MOD08_D3, Version 6.1) using combined dark target and deep 
blue algorithm. The estimated uncertainty in the MODIS AOD product 
ranges from ±0.05 to ±0.15 over land and from ±0.03 to ±0.05AOD 
over the ocean (Sharif et al., 2015). The MODIS Terra products 
(MOD08_D3 Version 6.1) also provide daily cloud micro and macro 
physical properties including (CDR, COD, CLWP and CF) at three 
wavelengths (1.6, 2.1 and 3.7 μm) for individual cloud phases (liquid, 
ice and combined) separately. The MODIS cloud data have been also 
validated and used globally (Platnick et al., 2016). The uncertainty in 
the MODIS derived CDR is in the range of 1.0 μm to 3.0 μm and for COD 
it ranges from 10% to 21% (Rao and Dey, 2020). The AOD and cloud 
data used in this study is at 1◦ × 1◦ spatial resolution. 

Meteorological variables are obtained from the ECMWF ERA-5 
reanalysis data. It provides the global climate data covering from 
1950 to present at various pressure levels. Its temporal resolution is 
hourly, horizental resolution 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ and vertical coverage is from 
1000 hPa to 1 hPa with 37 pressure levels. The reanalysis data used in 
this study are retrieved at 06.00 UTC (11 LT), which is close to the 
MODIS Terra overpass time throughout the study area. 

2.3. Method 

In order to reduce the uncertainty in the estimation of ACI, the data 
are first filtered according to the following criteria. The AOD values 
greater than 1.5 are excluded to reduce the impact of identifying high 
pollution aerosols as clouds. Thin cloudy pixels (COD <3) are also 
excluded to limit the uncertainty. In addition, only low-level warm 
clouds with CTP > 650 hPa and CTT > 273 K are considered (Wang 
et al., 2015; Kant et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020). 

To study the spatiotemporal variations in aerosols and clouds, we 
examine the monthly climatology of aerosols (AOD) and cloud proper-
ties (CDR, COD, CLWP) by averaging significant number of daily data 
over the study regions. The following steps are taken to identify ACI. 
From the histogram of AOD, CDR, COD, CLWP data, 95% of the most 
frequent ranges are selected for further investigation by filtering out 
2.5% extremes, providing more statistically robust data. In order to 
investigate the correlations between aerosols and clouds properties, the 
matched samples of AOD, CDR, COD and CLWP are divided into various 
subsets according to AOD with 0.05 AOD intervals. The intermediate 
value of AOD and mean value of cloud parameter (CDR, COD, CLWP) in 
each subset are calculated and plotted on logarithmic scales. To observe 
the seasonal impact on aerosol- cloud correlations, the data are sorted 
into winter and summer monsoon subsets. There are also some other 
factors that affect the actual quantitative aerosols impacts on clouds. 
The AOD-CDR correlation are affected by the wind direction as well as 

the competition of aerosol particles for the available humidity (Liu et al., 
2021). These meteorological and aerosols impacts are closely inter-
mingled at the same time but not well understood. Thus, an effort is also 
made to isolate the aerosols impacts from meteorological factors such as 
RH and dynamic motion of air. 

The aerosols First Indirect Effect (FIE) is defined as a change in CDR 
with respect to a change in AOD for a constant CLWP To ensure how a 
change in CDR depends on a change in AOD for a constant CLWP, the 
following formulation is adopted from previous studies (Qiu et al., 2017; 
Manoj et al., 2012; Saponaro et al., 2017): 

FIE = −
∂lnCDR
∂lnAOD

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

CLWP
(1) 

The FIE is calculated by dividing the CDR and AOD over different 
CLWP bins and then by performing a linear regression with the loga-
rithms of AOD and CDR in each CLWP bins. Eq. (1) is equivalent to the 
linear model 

lnCDRi = u+αlnAODi + εi (2)  

where i is the sample index, α is the exponent quantifying ∂lnCDR
∂lnAOD, u is the 

slope of the fitting line, ad and εi is the error term. 

3. Result and discussion 

3.1. Monthly climatology of aerosols and HYSPLIT backward trajectories 

Fig. 2(a–c) presents the 19 years AOD climatology (obtained by 
averaging daily data) over R1, R2 and R3, respectively. Evidently, AOD 
has strong seasonality with maximums in summer monsoon and mini-
mum in winter over all the study regions (see Fig. 2(a–c)). The strong 
seasonality of AOD can be well justified by the cyclic variation in 
meteorological conditions, and natural and anthropogenic activities 
over the regions. The higher values of AOD ~ greater than 1.0 in sum-
mer monsoon are due to entrance of marine aerosols such as sea salt 
spray and dust particles originating from Middle East, Sahara and Thar 
Desert (Tariq and Ali, 2015). Apart from the aerosols, the meteorological 
conditions (e.g., RH, temperature, pressure and wind) also play a vital 
role in increasing AOD during the summer season (Alam et al., 2010; 
Masmoudi et al., 2003). Furthermore, the high temperature during 
summer monsoon plays a vital role in uplifting the loose material from 
soil due to convection process (Alam et al., 2011). In addition, the high 
air temperature also holds the water vapor in air for a long time, 
enhancing AOD due to aerosols swelling (Masmoudi et al., 2003). 
Furthermore, the AODs are lower during winter season with seasonal 
average ± standard deviation 0.49 ± 0.30, 0.27 ± 0.23, 0.56 ± 0.34 
over R1, R2, R3, respectively. The lower value of AODs in winter is 
attributed to the wet scavenging during winter season (Alam et al., 
2011). The reduced surface emission of primary aerosols from the earth 
surface during winter season also results in the low AOD (Zeb et al., 
2019). The multi-year AODs has annual average ± standard deviation 
0.59 ± 0.20, 0.39 ± 0.16 and 0.56 ± 0.24 over R1, R2 and R3, respec-
tively. The high annual average AOD over R1 (0.59) and R3 (0.56) in 
comparison to R2 (0.39) may be attributed to the densely populated and 
industrial zone over R1 (Lahore, Sialkot, Faisalabad) and R3 (Karachi 
and Hyderabad), as compared to R2 mostly enclosed the rural areas 
(Kohat, Dera Ismail Khan). 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Hybrid Sin-
gle Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (NOAA HYSPLIT) model is 
used here to analyze the origin of air masses reaching the study region. 
The seven-day backward trajectories at an altitude of 1500 m above the 
ground are shown in Fig. 3. Most of the pollutants are in planetary 
boundary layer varying between 1000 and 2500 m depending on sea-
sons and regions (Zhang et al., 2020; Quan et al., 2013). Fig. 3 shows the 
trajectories on the typical days of summer monsoon (Fig. 3(a)) and 
winter season (Fig. 3(b)) that are the representative of the whole 
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seasons. The trajectories start at 00 h UTC at particular points (shown in 
Fig. 3) over R1, R2, R3, respectively. Fig. 3 indicates long-range trans-
port of air masses reaching the receptor sites during summer monsoon 
than winter counterpart. Therefore, it seems likely that the air masses 
spent more time over land during summer monsoon than winter, which 
would explain the higher value of AODs during summer monsoon season 
(Alam et al., 2011). Such long-range transport during summer monsoon 
also carries coarse mode aerosol particles such as sea salt and dust that 
also play a critical role in the elevation of AOD (Alam et al., 2011). In 
winter season the large portion of air masses mostly reach the study area 
from the nearby location. Therefore, the air masses spent less time on the 
continent during winter that result low value of AODs. In addition, the 
trajectories analyses also confirm the occurrence of offshore winds 
during winter season and onshore winds during summer season over R3. 

3.2. Climatology of cloud properties 

The 19-year climatology of cloud properties (CDR, CLWP and COD) 
over the study regions is shown in Fig. 4(a–i) illustrates and detailed 
below. 

3.2.1. Climatology of CDR 
The climatology of CDR (2001–2019) over R1, R2 and R3 is shown in 

Fig. 4a–c, respectively. The values of CDR fluctuate in the range of 
9.13–20.43, 10.64–18.68 and 12.08–18.74, with the multi-year aver-
ages 14.64 ± 1.03, 13.21 ± 0.89 and 13.39 ± 0.99 over R1, R2 and R3, 
respectively. The three regions exhibit almost similar seasonal variations 
in CDR, with peak values in the months of march/April and October/ 
November and minimum value in Jun/July. Also, AOD varies rapidly 
(see Fig. 2(a–c)) during the monsoon months (Jun-Sep), while CDR 
varies slowly in the same months, which hint smaller AOD-CDR corre-
lation during these months. The unstable atmospheric condition during 
the summer monsoon months may favor such phenomenon. Moreover, 
winter months exhibit slow AOD variation but strong CDR variation 
(Dec, Jan, Feb), which hints the stronger AOD-CDR correlation (see 
Fig. 4(a–c)) and (Fig. 2(a–c)). Overall, by comparing the AOD and CDR 
variations (Fig. 2(a–c) and Fig. 4(a–c)), both the Twomey (decrease in 
CDR with the increase of AOD) and Anti-Twomey are observed over the 
selected study regions. The Twomey effect usually occur where the in-
crease in AOD causes increase of droplet concentration and reduction in 
CDR at constant CLWP. The relationship between AOD and cloud 
properties is detailed in Section 3.3. 

3.2.2. Climatology of CLWP 
Fig. 4d–f show the monthly variation in CLWP over R1, R2 and R3, 

respectively. The multiyear mean values of CLWP are 128.9, 111.22, 
69.04 over R1, R2 and R3, respectively. CLWP also shows the seasonal 
variation but the seasonal amplitude is subdued, with an increasing 

trend from January to May/Jun and decreasing trend in the remaining 
months. The peak value of CLWP in May/Jun may be due to the moist 
atmospheric condition with elevated water vapors during summer 
monsoon season. Furthermore, the AOD and CLWP variation follow 
almost similar increasing and decreasing trend, which hints a positive 
AOD-CLWP correlation. Further explanation and discussion on AOD- 
CLWP correlation is provided in the next sub-section. 

3.2.3. Spatio-temporal variation of COD 
COD also provides important information about the geometrical 

thickness of cloud and water contents present in cloud. Costantino and 
Bréon (2013) characterized the precipitating cloud as COD >10 and 
non-precipitating cloud as COD<10. Our results also reveal that the 
variation in COD and CLWP are interdependent because the inter- 
seasonal variation in COD follow almost the same pattern as CLWP 
discussed in previous section. The relationship between CDR, CLWP and 
COD follows the approximate expression COD~ CLWP/CDR) as ex-
pected. As COD and CLWP are highly dependent on moisture level, 
which ultimately making the inter-seasonal pattern of both the quanti-
ties almost similar (Alam et al., 2014). The COD reaches its maximum 
value in the months of May/Jun due to high moisture density, and 
minimum value in the months of December/January due to dry atmo-
spheric condition over R1, R2 and R3, respectively. 

3.3. Relationships between AOD and cloud properties 

The relationships between AOD and cloud properties (CDR, CLWP 
and COD) are displayed in Fig. 5(a–c). Here, the strength of aerosols 
impacts on clouds properties can be quantified by the slope of linear 
regression lines between AOD and cloud parameters on a log-log scale. 

3.3.1. AOD-CDR relationships 
The AOD-CDR relationships over R1, R2 and R3 are displayed in 

Fig. 5(a). Here AOD is used as a proxy of Cloud Condensation Nuclei 
(CCN). Our results reveal that AOD and CDR are positively correlated 
(Anti-Twomey effect), with linear regression slope of 0.09 and 0.04 over 
R1 and R2, respectively (see Fig. 5(a)). Various feedback mechanisms 
are involved in this positive AOD-CDR correlation. Yuan et al. (2008) 
also hypothesized that the positive correlation was due to the less sol-
uble organic compound. In our case, the oxidation of volatile organic 
compound from industrial and transportation sources significantly 
contribute to AOD over R1 and R2. These less soluble organic compound 
increases the critical supersaturation (Kohler theory) for the particle to 
be activated, and thus less activated particles make AOD-CDR correla-
tion positive (Yuan et al., 2008). In addition, the positive correlation 
may be attributed to the cloud burning effect (Wang et al., 2015; Xue 
et al., 2008). The primary sources of aerosols emission is vehicular, in-
dustrial, coal and crop residue burning, containing abundant absorbing 

Fig. 2. Climatology of AOD at (a) R1 (b) R2 and (c) R3.  
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aerosols such as black carbon that may trap solar radiation and evapo-
rate smaller droplets as the number of droplets increases. Such positive 
correlation has also been observed over the highly industrial and urban 
area of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei and Yangtze River Delta (Liu et al., 2020; 
Wang et al., 2014). It is also noteworthy that aerosols swelling, atmo-
spheric dynamics and retrieval artifacts may also lead to the positive 
relation (Yuan et al., 2008; Jia et al., 2019). Here in our study region 
certain degree of influence exists for some of these factors; however, 
none seem to be the primary cause of the observed positive AOD-CDR 

correlations (discussed in Section 3.6). It is also observed that the 
response of CDR to AOD is stronger over R1 than R2. Chang et al. (2017) 
described that the coarse-mode aerosol particles are more efficiently 
activated as Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) than fine particles. As R1 
contains a large number of coarse mode particles than R2 (Zhang et al., 
2020) making the correlation stronger. Over R3 (see blue colored line in 
Fig. 5(a)), the AOD-CDR correlation is positive (Anti-Twomey) with 
slope 0.13 when AOD < ~0.325, but negative (Twomey effect) with 
slope − 0.13 at AOD > ~0.325. This anomalous behavior over R3 may 

Fig. 3. Shows the HYSPLIT backward air mass trajectories at the receptor sites during (a) summer monsoon season (b) winter season. R1 trajectories are represented 
by red, R2 black and R3 blue color.(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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be due to aerosol types, differences in the cloud properties and meteo-
rology. Studies have observed that maritime aerosols contain see salt 
(giant particles), which would not contribute much to AOD but would 
activate as CCN and lead to a positive AOD-CDR correlation (Lohmann 
and Lesins, 2003: Jones et al., 2009). On the contrary, Jones and 
Christopher (2008) observed the negative AOD-CDR correlation, when 
dust and other continental air masses comprises the large portion of total 
AOD. Zhao et al. (2018) also reported different regimes of AOD-CDR 
relationships over oceans. In our case, R3 is near to the coastal region 
with frequent occurrence of maritime and continental aerosols. There-
fore, such response may be attributed to the differences in aerosol types 
such as maritime and continental aerosols. Jones et al. (2009) also 
emphasized that the changes in aerosol species and meteorological 
conditions are responsible for such behavior of AOD-CDR correlation. 
Also, AOD-CDR correlation is highly sensitive to CLWP (Jia et al., 2019; 
Liu et al., 2021). Therefore, the sharp decrease in CLWP (see blue color 
line in Fig. 5b) in the lower AOD ~ 0.325 and almost constant in higher 
AOD over R3 may also responsible for this anomalous behavior of AOD- 
CDR correlation. 

3.3.2. AOD-CLWP correlations 
Fig. 5(b) presents the AOD-CLWP correlations over R1, R2 and R3, 

respectively. The resulting slop of least square fitted lines are 0.33 and 
0.20 over R1 and R2, respectively (see black and red colors in Fig. 5(b)). 
The increasing behavior of CLWP with AOD over these regions can be 
explained on the base of Albrecht (1989) hypothesis. They theorized 

that the cloud in the polluted atmosphere contain more droplet, which 
consequently increase the CLWP and the cloud lifetime. Alam et al. 
(2014) reported that the CLWP response is also closely associated with 
the amount of water vapors in the atmosphere. They observed high 
water vapor when AOD is high over the mega cities of Pakistan. Thus, 
increasing trend of AOD also increase water vapor that make the slope 
positive over R1 and R2. Storelvmo et al. (2006) also observed that 
water soluble aerosol grows with the humidity swelling and this growth 
is a function of humidity. As aerosols grow due to water uptake, they 
become optically thick which leads a positive AOD-CLWP and AOD-COD 
correlation (Alam et al., 2014). Thus, the positive correlations observed 
over R1 and R2 are consistent with the findings of Storelvmo et al. 
(2006). The AOD-CLWP response over R3 exhibits two branches: strong 
negative correlation when AOD is less than ~0.325 and a weak positive 
correlation over the range of higher AOD (see blue color line in Fig. 5 
(b)). Such contrasting responses over R3 may be attributed to the cloud 
formed under various air masses (e.g., maritime, continental), both of 
which are often observed in coastline regions (Han et al., 2002; Minnis 
et al., 1992; Twohy et al., 1995). Maritime clouds show negative 
sensitivity with AOD due to decoupling of cloud layers where, the 
continental cloud shows almost neutral/ slight sensitivity to AOD (Han 
et al., 2002). 

3.3.3. AOD-COD correlations 
The dependences of COD on AOD can be seen from Fig. 5(c). The 

COD-AOD relationship can be analyzed with the following equation 

Fig. 4. Climatology of CDR, CLWP and COD over R1 (left panel), R2 (middle panel) and R3 (right panel).  
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(Costantino and Bréon, 2013): 

∂logCOD
∂logAOD

=
∂logCLWP
∂logAOD

−
∂logCDR
∂logAOD

(3) 

This equation shows that the response of COD to AOD can be esti-
mated from the slope of log CLWP-log AOD and log CDR-log AOD graph. 
It is observed from Fig. 5(c), that the response of COD to the increase in 
AOD over R1, R2 and R3 are coherent with the estimated results of Eq. 
(3). The positive AOD-CLWP correlation makes AOD-COD correlation 
positive, while the negative AOD-CDR response makes AOD-COD cor-
relation positive and vice versa. 

3.4. Seasonal analysis 

ACI is dependent both on aerosols properties and on vertical velocity 
(Feingold et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2016, 2018). Generally, the atmo-
sphere in the summer monsoon over Pakistan is humid, unstable and 
more susceptible to convective cloud and frequent up drafting (Tariq 
and Ali, 2015). While, on the other hand winter season is dry with 
comparably stable atmospheric condition. 

3.4.1. Seasonal comparison of AOD-CDR relationships 
The aerosols effect on CDR during summer monsoon and winter 

subset are investigated, compared and displayed in Fig. 6(a–c). It can be 
seen that CDR is comparatively large during winter season over all the 
study regions. The lack of sufficient water vapor in atmosphere during 
dry winter season inhibit the growth of fine mode particle and only a 
subset (large) of aerosol particles active and grow with faster rate 
resulting larger CDR during winter season (Liu et al., 2021; Kant et al., 

2019). Thus, the larger CDR during this season indicate the existence of 
aerosols competition for water vapor as a dominant micro physical ef-
fect. Also, the AOD-CDR correlations is stronger during winter season 
(large positive slope) compared to summer monsoon (small positive 
slope) counterpart, over R1 and R2. Various diverse phenomenon may 
take part in such correlations. The unstable atmospheric condition 
during summer monsoon season likely makes the ACI smaller during this 
season. During this season meteorological component are more 
responsible for the observed changes in cloud micro and macro physical 
properties (Kant et al., 2019). Also, due to higher relative humidity 
during summer monsoon the hygroscopic aerosols of the same concen-
tration may have a large extinction coefficient and higher AOD value 
indicating AOD may not be a good proxy for CCN and thus for analyzing 
ACI (Liu et al., 2021). In addition, the increase in the emission of light 
absorbing aerosols, caused by the burning activity during winter season 
increase the light absorbing aerosols which may causes the cloud 
burning effect (Koren et al., 2004). Wang et al. (2015) also observed a 
stronger AOD-CDR correlation during winter over the Eastern China. 
They also associated such phenomenon with the increase in the emission 
of light absorbing aerosols due to burning activities in winter season. 
Contrary to R1 and R2, such monotonic correlations are not observed 
over R3 during summer monsoon. The AOD-CDR correlation is positive 
(0.07) only when AOD is less than ~0.325 while, negative correlation 
(− 0.13) are observed for the higher AOD. Such differences in the cloud 
micro physics occur due the formation of cloud under various air masses 
such as maritime and continental cloud. Region closed to the coastal line 
are favorable for the frequent occurrence of such phenomenon which 
lend credence to our results in R3. The shift of aerosol species from 
marine aerosols to dust aerosols and meteorological conditions that 

Fig. 5. (a) AOD-CDR (b) AOD-CLWP and (c) AOD-COD correlations over R1, R2 and R3. The exponent of AOD represent the slope of the fitted line in log-log scale. 
Error bars represents the confidence level of the mean value and is calculated by σ/(n − 2), where σ is the standard deviation of cloud properties and n is the number 
of samples in AOD bin. 
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occur in summer monsoon are the also contributing to such behavior 
(Jones et al., 2009). The occurrence of dust and see salt over R3 during 
summer monsoon (Sharif et al., 2015) making the correlation two folded 
during this season. 

3.4.2. Seasonal comparison of AOD-CLWP correlations 
The investigation of AOD-CLWP correlation plays an important role 

in cloud lifetime, cloud thickness and other micro and macro physical 
properties. Fig. 7(a–c) presents the CLWP responses to the variation in 
AOD in the monsoon and its winter counterpart. It can be concluded that 
CLWP is higher in all AOD bins during the summer monsoon season 
compared to the winter season. These high CLWP is due to the increase 
in water vapors in the atmosphere during humid summer season. It is 
also observed from Fig. 7 that the CLWP shows the increasing behavior 
with the increase in AOD (positive slopes) over R1 and R2. The com-
parison of the slope of the least square fitted line shown in Fig. 7(a) and 
(b) indicate that the sensitivity of CLWP to AOD get weaker in monsoon 
(small slop) compared to winter (large slop) over R1 and R2. This 
phenomenon is due to widespread and diverse cloud conditions and the 
regional heterogeneity of aerosols and clouds during summer monsoon. 
Our results are consistent with the finding of Pan et al. (2018), who also 
observed a weaker AOD-CLWP correlation in monsoon. Furthermore, 
Pan et al. (2018) also investigated that the ACI is gradually weakening 
with Cloud Based Height (CBH) because most of aerosols (75%) occur 
below 3 km. They also observed frequent high CBH cloud in summer 
monsoon season. Therefore, the low sensitivity of CLWP to AOD 
observed in summer monsoon can be attributed to the occurrence of 

high-level clouds. It can also be inferred from Fig. 7(c), that over R3, 
there is a strong negative AOD-CLWP correlation only when AOD is 
below~0.325 but a weaker sensitivity for higher AOD bins during 
monsoon season. Such responses are due to the frequent occurrence of 
marine and pollution aerosols. The strong onshore wind blowing during 
summer monsoon carry giant see salt and other absorbing aerosols such 
as dust and other continental aerosols to R3. The marine aerosols 
coupled with high surface temperature results in the strong negative 
sensitivity to CLWP when AOD is less than ~0.325. Also, from Fig. 7(c), 
a weak sensitivity of CLWP to all AOD bins can be observed over R3 
during winter season. The weaker response over R3 during winter sea-
son may be attributed to the strong offshore wind during this season, 
which ultimately reduces ACI. 

3.4.3. Seasonal comparison of AOD-COD relationships 
Fig. 8(a–c) shows the responses of COD to the variation in AOD. COD 

is comparatively high during summer monsoon as compared to winter 
over R1, R2 and R3. Alam et al. (2014) proposed that COD is strongly 
dependent on moisture level since as the density of moisture increase in 
summer monsoon the value of COD increase and vice versa. Moreover, 
the sensitivities of COD to the variation in AOD are weaker in monsoon 
compared to winter and vice versa. The weaker responses during sum-
mer monsoon may be due to occurrence of high-level clouds that 
consequently weakens ACI. The impact of aerosols is more prominent in 
low level clouds that are likely better coupled with aerosols in the at-
mospheric boundary layer (Pan et al., 2018). Also, the dynamic and 
thermodynamic processes during summer monsoon make an unstable 

Fig. 6. Responses of CDR to the variation in AOD during monsoon and winter seasons over (a) R1 (b) R2 and (c) R3. The exponent of AODs represents the slope of the 
fitted line on log-log scale. Error bars represent the confidence level of the mean value of cloud parameter. 
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atmospheric condition, masking ACI (Kant et al., 2019). 

3.5. Relationships between AOD and cloud macrophysical variables 

3.5.1. AOD-CTP relationships 
Analysis of AOD-CTP correlation is also important because CTP is a 

key variable for determining the sign of cloud radiative effects (from 
cooling to warming) (Liu et al., 2020). Irrespective of the environmental 
condition, the occurrence frequency of CTP in various AOD ranges are 
examined over R1 (see Fig. 9a), R2 (see Fig. 9b) and R3 (see Fig. 9c). The 
collected data are first sorted into seven equal sized subsets according to 
different AOD bins. Then, the frequency of occurrence of various CTP 
levels (650–700, 700–750, 750–800, 800–850, 850–900, 900–950 and 
950–1000) are examined in each AOD bin and shown by a stacked di-
agram (see Fig. 9). Various features of AOD-CTP correlations can be 
explained from Fig. 9. The occurrence frequency of low-level clouds 
(CTP: 900–950 and 950–1000) decreased at higher AOD bins and vice 
versa (see Fig. 9(a–c)). Therefore, we conclude that the increase in AOD 
invigorate the high level (low CTP) clouds over all the regions. Sharif 
et al. (2015) interlinked the decrease in CTP at higher AOD bins to the 
suppression of precipitation by increasing the cloud life time thus 
affecting the CTP and cloud albedo. Some studies have also analyzed the 
role of meteorological variable such as updraft velocity and wind di-
rection on AOD-CTP correlation (Tripathi et al., 2007; Koren et al., 
2005). They suggested that updraft velocity is strongly correlated with 
changes in CTP. 

3.6. Effect of meteorological variables on AOD-CDR relationships 

3.6.1. RH effect on AOD-CDR correlations 
RH is one of the key factors influencing the growth of aerosol par-

ticles and clouds formation. Previous observational studies have re-
ported that RH at cloud base is closely associated with cloud properties, 
particularly low-level warm clouds (Wang et al., 2014; Small et al., 
2011; Jeong et al., 2007). Therefore, it is very important to figure out the 
role of RH on ACI. 

In order to investigate the role of RH on AOD-CDR correlations, the 
datasets are stratified into three equal sized subset of RH and the mean 
of each subset are calculated. The averages of lowest tercile of RH (36%, 
33%) represent the driest condition while, the averages of highest tercile 
of RH (76%, 73%) represent the wettest condition over R1, R2, 
respectively. It can be deduced from Fig. 10, that CDR is high in the low 
% RH range (dry condition) compared to high % RH limit (moist con-
dition) over all AOD bins, which is due to water vapor competition ef-
fect. When enough water vapors are not present at cloud base (dry 
condition), only a subset of particles are activated and grow with fast 
rate, making average CDR greater at low % RH. Also, the slope of the 
regression line under the high RH (moist condition) is over all more 
positive (greater slope) than those under low % RH condition (dry 
condition), which is indicative of more sensitivity of CDR to AOD at high 
% RH condition. Overall, from Fig. 10, we conclude that AOD-CDR 
correlations are positive under both dry and moist condition. Howev-
er, the magnitude of the correlations is a function of the RH condition. In 
addition, R3 is not included in this sub section because in the low AOD 
limit ~0.325 the number of data samples is too low in the driest and 

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for the CLWP.  
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wettest condition. 

3.6.2. Dynamic effect on aerosol cloud interactions 
To quantify the role of dynamic motion of air parcel, the daily 

aerosols and clouds data are stratified into two subgroups according to 
the ascending air parcel (PVV < 0) and descending air parcel (PVV > 0) 
at 700 hPa. Both subsets are plotted on a log-log scale (see Fig. 11). It is 
noted that the average value of CDR is greater in descending air parcels 
than those in ascending air parcels, although the differences are not as 
significant as those of RH (see Table 1). It is also observed that the 
average values of CDR for PVV < 0 and PVV > 0 are almost equal (13.51 
μm and 13.50 μm) over R2 (see Table 1), which indicates less influence 
of PVV on CDR over this region compared to other regions. This phe-
nomenon may be attributed to the large difference in sampling sizes for 
the persistent upward motion (PVV < 0) accounting for only 26% 
compared to the downward motion of air parcel (PVV > 0) accounting 
for 74% of the data in R2 (see Table 1). Also, there is strong influence of 
PVV on the magnitude of AOD-CDR correlation over R1 (slope changes 
from 0.07 to 0.13) than those over R3. As shown in Table 1 the dynamic 
motion of air parcel over R1 is stronger (average of PVV < 0 are − 0.17 
Pa/s and PVV > 0 are 0.14 Pa/s) compared to R3 (average of PVV <
0 are − 0.09 Pa/s and PVV > 0 are 0.09 Pa/s). Therefore, the stronger 
influence of PVV on AOD-CDR correlation over R1 than those of R2 and 
R3 may possibly associate with the systematic differences in the indi-
cated dynamic condition of air parcel. Overall, PVV has some influence 
on the magnitude of AOD-CDR correlations but, cannot change the sign 
of AOD-CDR correlations. 

3.7. Estimating first indirect effect (FIE) 

In order to estimate FIE, the AOD and CDR data are sorted into 
various CLWP bins and then Eq. (1) (see Section 2.3) are used to 
compute FIE in each CLWP bin. Here the MODIS retrieved CDR and AOD 
data are sorted into 12, 11 and 9 CLWP bins ranging from 0 to 240, 0 to 
220 with an interval of 20 g/m2 and 0 to 90 with an interval of 10 g/m2 

over R1, R2 and R3, respectively. In order to reduce the statistical un-
certainty, the CLWP bins greater than 240, 220 and 90 g/m2 are 
excluded because the number of samples are appreciably less. The 
positive value of FIE indicate the reduction of CDR with AOD (Twomey 
effect) while the negative FIE indicates the growth of CDR with AOD 
(Anti-Twomey Effect). Most of the negative values of FIE over R1 and R2 
indicate the dominance of Anti-Twomey Effect over these regions (see 
Fig. 12). In contrast, the positive values of FIE are found over R3 in all 
CLWP bins indicating the existence of Twomey effect over this region. As 
AOD-CDR correlation is also highly sensitive to CLWP (Jia et al., 2019). 
Therefore, FIE analysis reduce the role CLWP on AOD-CDR correlation. 

4. Conclusion 

The aerosols pollution in Pakistan has produced drastic climatic 
variations through direct and indirect aerosol effects. In this study, we 
compiled 19 years and daily aerosols and clouds data from MODIS 
coupled with meteorological data from ECMWF ERA-5 reanalysis data to 
analyze aerosol warm cloud interaction in three typical monsoon re-
gions in Pakistan. Statistical analysis is used to figure out the aerosol 
indirect effect. Following are the main findings of this study. 

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 6 but for the COD.  
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Fig. 9. Distribution frequency of CTP in various subset of AOD ranges (a) R1 (b) R2 and (c) R3.  

Fig. 10. AOD–CDR correlations at highest and lowest tercile of % RH over (a) R1 and (b) R2. The numbers in italic represent the slope of regression line.  
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• Strong seasonal variation in AOD, CDR, CLWP and COD are observed 
from spatio-temporal analysis over R1, R2 and R3.  

• AOD-CDR, AOD-CLWP, AOD-COD correlations are found positive 
with the regression slope 0.09, 0.32, 0.20 over R1 and 0.04, 0.20, 
0.16 over R2, respectively. Over R3, correlations have two-branches: 
with the regression slope 0.13, − 0.82, − 0.9 when AOD is less than 
~0.325 and − 0.13, 0.14, 0.30 at a higher AOD limit, respectively.  

• Over R1 and R2, the correlations are found stronger in winter than 
those during the summer monsoon.  

• Over R3, the correlations exhibit two branches in the summer 
monsoon seasons with the transitional AOD of 0.325. When AOD <
0.325, the correlations of AOD to CDR, CLWP, and COD are 0.07, 
− 0.32, and − 0.36, respectively. When AOD > 0.325, the corre-
sponding correlations are − 0.13, − 0.09 and 0.11, respectively. The 
winter correlations are 0.06, − 0.09 and 0.04 for CDR, CLWP and 
COD, respectively.  

• An effort is also made to isolate aerosols effects from other factors 
such as RH and PVV. The sign of correlations is found unchanged, 

with only the magnitude of correlations varies with meteorological 
conditions.  

• The AOD-CDR correlations are found stronger at a high %RH with 
linear regression slope 0.2 and 0.09 over R1 and R2 compared to low 
%RH with slope 0.09 and 0.07.  

• The AOD-CDR correlations are stronger with slope 0.13 and 0.04 
when PVV < 0 than 0.07 and 0.03 when PVV > 0 over R1 and R2, 
respectively. 

Overall, the plain terrain with elevation between (1–300 m) in R1 
and R3, and hilly terrain with elevation between (300–600 m) in R2, 
coupled with differences in the aerosols feature layers, size, sources and 
concentrations (Zhang et al., 2020), makes the ACI study in the selected 
regions very promising. A large number of coarse mode particles with 
high number of aerosols feature layers over R1 than R2 (Zhang et al., 
2020) make the correlations stronger over the former region as observed 
in this study. Also, the occurrence of both continental and marine 
aerosols in R3 making the correlations two folded as observed in this 

Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10 but for the cases stratified by PVV.  

Table 1 
Other necessary information related to PVV influence on AOD-CDR correlations.  

Region Sampling size with (PVV < 0) Sampling size with (PVV > 0) Average of PVV <0 Average of PVV > 0 Average CDR (PVV < 0) Average CDR (PVV > 0) 

R1 46% 54% − 0.17 Pa/s 0.13 Pa/s 14.30 μm 15.60 μm 
R2 26% 74% − 0.14 Pa/s 0.17 Pa/s 13.51 μm 13.50 μm 
R3 49% 51% − 0.093 Pa/s 0.097 Pa/s 13.56 μm 14.50 μm  
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study. The results of the study would definitely, as we believe, open a 
new avenue on satellite based aerosols clouds studies. The variability in 
ACI induced by topographical and demographical changes as distinctly 
brought out by our study would promote and strengthen such satellite 
based ACI studies by the scientific community across the globe. 
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